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Dear Friends,

At the outset, I would like to wish you and your loved ones 

a very happy and prosperous New Year. May the year 

be the harbinger of good health, new opportunities, and 

success for everyone. ‘Sarve Bhavantu Sukhinah’ as we say 

in Sanskrit.

The year that went past was an exceptional one and will 

perhaps be an unforgettable year for the mankind at large. 

The COVID-19 pandemic unfolded adverse consequences 

for industries and people across the world. What is admirable 

is the huge collective resilience that the mankind has shown 

to rise above the adversity by focusing on future growth 

and development. 
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Message from the

Chairman's Desk

Despite the COVID-19 induced hardships that the Indian 

industry and economy have been confronting, at IEX, we held 

ourselves together and worked in tandem to successfully 

turn these hardships into new growth and development 

opportunities for the energy markets. The year 2020 was 

The year 2020 was a year of 
digital transformation for us.
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helping the sector as well as market participants, 

meet their dynamically changing requirements 

in the best possible manner. The new market 

segments have received overwhelming response. 

As a next step, we are now geared up to launch 

longer duration delivery contracts, after regulatory 

approvals, in both electricity and renewable 

energy. With guidance from SEBI, commodity 

exchanges are working in collaboration with us to 

launch electricity derivatives. Besides, we are also 

likely to see development on the cross-border 

market, as well as other new segments in the 

green market in the year 2021.

On 15th June, we launched the fi rst Gas Exchange in 

India and of late we proudly secured authorisation 

from Honourable Petroleum and Natural Gas 

Regulatory Board. Empowered with the regulatory 

authorisation, a strong team, intuitive and best 

-in-class technology, our focus is to now develop 

the gas market just as we have developed the 

electricity market. The Government’s vision to 

increase the share of gas in the energy mix from 

6% at present to 15% by the year 2030 presents 

a plethora of opportunities, and the potential and 

scope of gas markets.

We welcome 2021 with a renewed passion and 

excitement and will continue to work closely with 

you to develop the energy markets, which will 

play a very signifi cant role towards building a new 

order that is sustainable, effi cient, and powered 

by technology and innovation. 

Once again, I wish you and your family a wonderful, 

healthy, and successful year ahead.

With warm regards,

S N GOEL 

a year of digital transformation for us. With our 

strong business continuity plan, we managed 

round the clock operations with seamless 

connectivity and high security, undertook 

extensive virtual customer engagements, and 

even launched new products and markets. All 

throughout the challenging phase, we are happy 

that we could help utilities in saving money 

by helping them in increasing their power 

procurement through Exchange power market at 

clearing prices as low as Rs 2.5 per unit.

As a thought leader 

leading the energy sector 

transformation, we have 

a single-minded pursuit 

of delivering our vision to 

build the next generation 

energy markets by 

leveraging technology and 

innovation. 

We have been progressing with future growth and 

opportunities on our minds. We are strengthening 

our Teams, Exchange & Enterprise Technology 

to further deepen markets. As a thought leader 

leading the energy sector transformation, we have 

a single-minded pursuit of delivering our vision 

to build the next generation energy markets by 

leveraging technology and innovation. 

The commencement of real-time electricity market 

in June ’20 and the Green Market in August ’20 is 
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REGULATORY NEWS

CERC ISTS Charges Sharing Regulations, 2020: Issues & Suggestions

CERC notifi ed new ISTS Charges Sharing Regulations, 2020 on 04.05.2020 with the provision of deferred 

implementation of the regulations. The Statement of Reasons (SOR) of these regulations was issued on 10.08.2020 

and CERC notifi ed 01.11.2020 as the date of implementation of Regulations. The fi rst set of charges have been 

notifi ed by NLDC on 28.12.2020 for Nov 2020 under the new regulations, which provide for the long/medium 

and short-term OA charges.

Issues

The regulation distorts the level playing field between collective and bilateral transactions in the short -term 
market: Though the regulation is good for the market development, however, their seem certain anomalies. There 

are two type of transactions defi ned in the CERC STOA Regulations i.e. ‘Collective transaction’ and ‘Bilateral 

Transactions’. The earlier CERC Sharing Regulations, 2010 provides for same charges in case of both type of 

transactions by virtue of the fact that seller and buyer, both have to pay transmission charges of their respective 

State/DIC etc. in both type of transaction. This position has been continued in the regulations, which provides 

that generator and buyer (except Discoms with LTA/MTOA) shall be subjected to payment of transmission 

charges in STOA. It can also be noted that the regulation does not provide for separate treatment of ‘collective 

transactions’ and ‘bilateral transactions’.   

However, the illustrations provided in the SOR dated 10.08.2020 issued by CERC for Sharing Regulation 2020 has 

provided different interpretation and treatment of collective and bilateral transactions by making applicability 

of charges on single side in bilateral transactions i.e. either buyer or seller has to pay STOA charges while 

in collective transaction, both buyer and sellers are required to pay STOA charges of their respective state. 

Therefore, the interpretation in SOR of Sharing Regulations 2020 have made collective transactions costlier as 

both seller and buyer have to pay transmission charges. 

Illustration: Assuming a buyer an OA Consumer of Tamil Nadu and a Generator in MP are willing to participate in 

short term transactions. They can participate in collective or bilateral transactions. The comparison of applicable 

ISTS charges is depicted below:

ISTS Charges in Collective Transaction
(Power Exchange)

ISTS Charges in 
Bilateral Transaction

Seller -Generator (M.P) 43.28 0

Buyer - OA Consumer (TN) 42.62 42.62

Total ISTS Charges (paisa/unit) 85.90 42.62

ISTS charges are now dependent on location of applicant in bilateral transaction rather than point of injection 
and drawl: The Sharing Regulations 2020 does not provide for an exemption from payment of transmission 

charges for STOA except for Discoms with LTA/MTOA. However, the SOR provides that in case of bilateral 

transactions only applicant i.e. either buyer or seller has to pay transmission charges which means in each bilateral 

transaction one of the party in the transaction will get exemption from payment of charges which is not in line 

with regulation as explained above. Further, such methodology has resulted in varying ISTS charges according to 

the applicant and the state in which the applicant is located although the underlying transactions would be the 

same. This will distort the market behaviour with incentives/disincentives built into the transactions.
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Illustration: Assuming a buyer i.e. Discom or an embedded Consumer to be in UP and a Generator is MP willing 

to participate in bilateral transactions. The application can be submitted by any of them. The different possible 

scenarios along with applicable ISTS charges are depicted below:

Scenario Applicant
Seller (M.P.) Buyer (U.P.)

Total ISTS 
Charges

Entity State ISTS Charge Entity State ISTS Charge

A. Generator & Discom

1 Discom Generator MP 0 Discom UP 0 0

2 Generator Generator MP 43.28 Discom UP 0 43.28

B. Generator & Consumer

3 Consumer Generator MP 0 Consumer UP 44.23 44.23

4 Generator Generator MP 43.28 Consumer UP 0 43.28

From the above table, it can be deduced that the ISTS charges would vary depending on, ‘who the applicant is’ 

and the ‘location of the applicant’. This has resulted in different charges for the same underlying transaction. 

Regulations are a Tariff Shock for Open Access Consumers: The OA  consumers have to pay ISTS charges of the 

respective state in STOA/collective transactions. There is no segregation in terms of injection and drawl charges 

as was done in earlier regulations. The new methodology has resulted in a signifi cant increase of transmission 

charges for the open access consumers as earlier consumers were paying only drawl charges which were ranging 

between 30% to 70% of the total charges. The new charges in some cases are 600% higher than the previous 

charges and the average increase is 163% as compared to previous charges.

Suggestions

• Option 1: Levying STOA ISTS charges only on the buyers  

By levying STOA ISTS charges only on buyers similar to levy of LTA/MTOA charges, the costlier collective 

transactions and varying charges for the same bilateral transaction will be resolved. 

• Option 2: Levying  50:50  STOA ISTS on buyers and sellers 

 By levying STOA ISTS charges both on buyer and seller equivalent to 50% of their respective state charges, 

the costlier collective transactions and varying charges for same bilateral transaction will be resolved.

For more information: www.cercind.gov.in
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MoP proposes option for Discoms to exit PPA

On  4 December, 2021 the Ministry of Power issued a draft proposal enabling the distribution companies to either 

continue or exit from the power purchase agreements after the completion of the term of the PPA. The key 

highlights of the proposal are as below:

• The willing state/discoms may relinquish their share from CGSs after the expiry of PPA term i.e., on completion 

of 25 years or a period specifi ed in the PPA.

• For plants that have completed 25 years, states may exit from the PPA after giving 3 months’ notice.

• States may also relinquish the entire unallocated power (part relinquishment of unallocated share not allowed) 

from the CGSs.

• Any share once relinquished, will not be allowed to be taken back by the state under the same PPA conditions.

MoP Electricity Rights of Consumers Rules, 2020

The Ministry of Power has issued Electricity Rights of Consumers Rules, 2020. The key highlights of the rules are 

as below:

• Levy of penalty on discom on delay in supply of electricity within specifi ed timeline to a consumer.

• Regulations on Grid Interactive Roof-top Solar PV system and its related matters to provide for net metering 

for loads up to 10 kW (previously 5 kW) and for gross metering for loads above 10 kW (previously 5 kW)

• Duty of distribution licensees and right of consumers: Release of New Connection & Modifi cation in Connection, 

Metering, Billing & Payment, Reliability of supply, Standards of performance, Call centers, Grievance redressal, 

Feeder wise outage data, etc.

For more information: www.powermin.nic.in

Gujarat Solar Power Policy, 2021 

On 29 December, 2020 the Gujrat government announced a new Solar Policy. The key highlights of the policy 

are as follows:

• The operative period is for 5 years from the notifi ed date i.e. up to 31.12.2025 .

• The Solar Power System can be set up for captive/discom sale or 3rd  party sale.

• Roof-top solar can be installed of any capacity. The surplus power to be purchased by Discoms .

• For residential consumers, the transmission/wheeling/banking/CSS/AS charges are not applicable for self-

consumption. The CSS/AS charges are applicable for 3rd party sale only.

• For consumers, no capacity restrictions; no CSS/AS. The  banking charges are at 1.50 RPU for demand-based 

LT consumers, 1.10 RPU for all other consumers and none for government buildings.

• For 3rd party consumers, there is no capacity restrictions; the CSS/AS are applicable similar to normal OA 

consumers; the banking charges are at 1.50 RPU for demand-based LT consumers, 1.10 RPU for all other 

consumers and none for government buildings.

For more information: www.geda.gujarat.gov.in
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TSERC Deviation Settlement Mechanism and Related Matters Regulations, 2020 

On 28 December, 2020 the Telangana State Electricity Regulatory Commission re-issued the draft of Deviation 

Settlement Mechanism and Related Matters Regulations, 2020 after incorporating the changes of the 5th 

amendment of CERC DSM Regulation. The key highlights of the new draft are as follows:

• The charges for deviation are payable for over drawal or under injection and receivable for under drawal or 

over injection. Until now, the transactions did not provide for any receivables for over-injection. 

• The regulations/orders provide for encashment of excess generation that is unutilised energy at 75% of 

applicable tariff at the end of fi nancial year or billing period.

For more information: www.tserc.gov.in

JERC First Amendment to OA Regulations, 2020 

On 9 December, 2020 the Join Electricity Regulatory Commission of States issued the fi rst amendment to Open 

Access Regulation, 2020. The key highlights of the regulations are  as below:

• Banking is allowed for RE Generating Stations for captive consumption or 3rd party sale within the State/UT.

• Banking is allowed up to 20% of total energy generated by RE Generating Station on a monthly basis.

• Withdrawal of banked energy allowed only during the same fi nancial year as of banking.

• The unutilised banked energy at the end of the fi nancial year, limited to 20% of total generation by RE station, 

to be considered as deemed purchase by the Discom at APPC/FIT determined for that year.

• Banking Charges at 5% of the banked energy to be applicable at the time of drawal of banked energy.

For more information: www.jercuts.gov.in

RERC Order on Charging Infrastructure and Tariff for EV

On 21 December, 2020 the Rajasthan Electricity Regulatory Commission issued an Order on Charging Infrastructure 

and determined tariff  for electric vehicle. The key highlights of the Order are as follows:

• The setting up Public Charging Station to be a de-licensed activity.

• The public charging stations to be allowed to purchase power from any source through OA route in accordance 

with OA Regulations.

• The public charging stations for EV to be set up in the state, based on Discom owned public charging stations, 

privately owned charging station, public private partnership charging stations, battery charging stations, 

captive charging stations & battery swapping stations.

• 100% exemption of intra-state trans and wheeling charge for 10 years for solar projects supplying 

power to EV.

For more information: www.rerc.rajasthan.gov.in

NPCL Business Plan & Tariff Order FY21 

On 20 December, 2020, Noida Power Company Limited determined tariff order for FY21. The key highlights of 

the Order are as below: 

• Revenue gap of Rs. 62 Cr. for FY 19 and revenue surplus of Rs. 403 Cr. for FY 21 approved.

• Discom to fulfi l RPO at weighted average price of existing RE purchase of Rs. 4.07 per kWh (inclusive of taxes 

& losses).
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• For FY 21, the short-term power purchase from PXs approved for 423 MU at Rs. 2.49 per kWh.

• The discom is directed to limit its UI and indulge in RTM.

• Decrease of 38 paise per unit to 58 paise per unit in wheeling charges.

• Decrease of 30 Paise per unit in CSS.

For more information: www.noidapower.com

TNERC Rejects Banking Rollover to FY22  

On 8 December, 2020 the Tamil Nadu Electricity Regulatory Commission issued an Order on rejection of Banking 

Rollover to fi nancial year 2022. The key highlights of the Order are as follows:

• TNERC rejected request for rollover of banked energy since all parties are affected during lockdown & not just 

the RE plants.

• The regulations/orders provide for encashment of excess generation or unutilised energy at 75% of applicable 

tariff at the end of fi nancial year or billing period.

For more information: www.tnerc.gov.in

PSERC Order on Additional Surcharge

On 9 December, 2020 the Punjab State Electricity Regulator Commission issued AS Order. The key highlights of 

the Order are as follows:

• AS reduced from existing Rs. 1.145 per unit to Rs. 0.86 per unit.

• Banking charges not included as a part of fi xed charge leading to a further decrease of 6 paise per unit.

For more information: www.pserc.gov.in

MPERC Tariff Order FY21

On 17 December, 2020, the Madhya Pradesh Electricity Regulatory Commission determined tariff order for FY21. 

The key highlights of the Order are as follows:

• Revenue gap of Rs.729 Cr. approved.

• RPO shortfall to be fulfi lled at last available SECI bid rates.

• 10 – 15 paise  per unit increase in variable charge for HT industrial, non-industrial and power intensive category.

• 8 paise per unit reduction in each CSS and AS for HT industrial category.

For more information: www.mperc.in
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All India installed capacity stood at 3,74,199 MW, with capacity addition of 763 MW vis-a-vis October ’20. 
The month-on-month break-up is as below: 

 • Thermal Capacity: No change

 • Renewable Capacity: 763 MW added

 • Hydro Capacity: No change

 • Nuclear Capacity:  No change

All India peak demand reached 1,77,019 MW during April-November ’20 registering 4% YoY decline from 1,83,804 
MW in April-November '19 

All India energy met reached 8,31,937 MU during April-November ’20 registering 5% YoY decline from 8,75,438 MU 
in April-November ’19 

POWER INSIGHTS*: NOVEMBER 2020

Peak Demand Comparison of Key States (MW)

(Source: www.cea.nic.in)

The comparison of the peak demand in the key states 
during April-November ’19 and April-November ’20 is as 
hereunder:

Energy Met Comparison of Key States (MU)

(Source: www.cea.nic.in)

The comparison of the energy met in the key states 
during April-November ’19 and April-November ’20 is as 
hereunder:

State
April- 

November 
'19

April- 
November 

'20

Increase/
Decrease

%
Change

Madhya 
Pradesh 47,655 51,391 3,736 8%

Jharkhand 5,936 6,386 450 8%

Bihar 22,624 23,575 951 4%

Rajasthan 53,978 55,013 1,035 2%

Uttar 
Pradesh   88,919   87,478  (1,441) -2%

Punjab 43,744 43,744   42,915 (829)(829) -2%

Telangana 42,234 42,234 39,526 (2,708)(2,708) -6%-6%

GujaratGujaratGujaratGujaratGujaratGujaratGujarat 76,421 71,154 71,154 (5,267)(5,267)(5,267)(5,267)(5,267) -7%-7%

KarnatakaKarnatakaKarnatakaKarnataka 45,277 45,277 45,277 45,277 45,277 42,098 42,098 42,098 (3,179)(3,179)(3,179) -7%-7%-7%

MaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtraMaharashtra 1,02,125 1,02,125 1,02,125 1,02,125 94,366 94,366 94,366 94,366 94,366 (7,759)(7,759)(7,759) -8%-8%-8%

All IndiaAll IndiaAll IndiaAll India 8,75,4388,75,4388,75,4388,75,4388,75,438 8,31,9378,31,9378,31,9378,31,9378,31,937 (43,501)(43,501)(43,501)(43,501) -5%-5%-5%

State
April- 

November 
'19

April- 
November 

'20

Increase/
Decrease

% 
Change

Telangana 11,703 12,922 1,219 10%

Madhya 
Pradesh 13,147 14,381 1,234 9%

Uttar 
Pradesh 22,599 23,797  1,198 5%

Rajasthan 12,620 13,079  459 4%

Haryana 11,001 10,982  (19) 0%

Maharashtra 23,621 22,903 (718) -3%

Punjab 13,606 13,148  (458) -3%

Tamil Nadu 15,727 15,064 (663) -4%

Gujarat 18,437 17,304  (1,133) -6%

Karnataka 12,700 11,516 (1,184) -9%

All India 1,83,804 1,77,019 (6,785) -4%

All India Installed Capacity (in MW)
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MARKET NEWS

The electricity market at Indian Energy Exchange traded an all-time high volume of 7260 MU during the month of 

December 2020 witnessing an 52% YoY during the month. 

According to the data published by the National Load Dispatch Center (NLDC), the national peak demand in 

December ’20 saw 7% YoY increase while the energy consumption registered 5% YoY growth. On 30th December 

when peak demand touched 182.9 GW, IEX electricity markets underpinning the core values such as most 

competitive prices, transparent as well as fl exible power procurement, contributed to a signifi cant 6.9% of the 

peak demand met.

The day-ahead market traded 5606 MU of electricity and registered 29% YoY growth during the month. The total 

sell bids at 10814 MU were almost twice that of the cleared volume implying ample availability of the power in the 

market. This consequently led to an attractive average market clearing price of Rs 2.83 per unit which saw 3% YoY 

decline. One Nation One Price prevailed during 31 days of the month.

The distribution utilities and open access consumers identify with the Exchange electricity market as one of 

the most viable, competitive and effi cient power procurement options for meeting their growing demand for 

electricity as well as for replacing costlier power tied up under long-term arrangement. 

The term-ahead market comprising intra-day, contingency, daily and weekly contracts traded 436 MU volume 

during December ’20.

MCP FOR DECEMBER 2019 & DECEMBER 2020

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

December 2019

December 2020

December 2019 December 2020
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REAL-TIME MARKET

The real-time electricity market continued to witness exceptionally good response from 

the market participants. 

The market registered an all-time high-volume of 1129 MU in Decemeber ’20 since 

commencement on 1 June 2020 and achieved 26% MoM growth in volume. The highest 

volume traded on a single day was 51.34 MU on 4 December ’20. The market saw robust sell-side liquidity, which 

was twice the buy side volume and it ensured attractive average market price of Rs. 2.94 per unit. 

During the month, the market saw participation from 344 participants with highest number of participants on a 

single day at 180.

Over the last six months, the market has cumulatively traded 5703 MU of electricity. The market has been 

successfully facilitating utilities and open access consumers in addressing demand-supply variations in the most 

dynamic and effi cient manner with delivery at just 1-hour notice.

  GREEN MARKET

The Green Term Ahead Market registered a volume of 90 MU comprising 68 MU in solar 

and 22 MU in non-solar. The month of December also saw launch of two new contracts 

– Green Daily Contracts and Green Weekly Contracts. 

With an encouraging participation from distribution utilities, renewable generators and 

open access consumers, the Green Market has emerged as a key avenue for obligated 

entities to fulfi l Renewable Purchase Obligation (RPO). Moreover, the utilities as well as the green generators 

are being able to sell renewable power at competitive and viable prices. A total of 25 participants traded during 

the month with distribution utilities from Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal, Delhi, Haryana, Bihar, Telangana, and 

Karnataka among others, as the key participants. 

Since its launch on 21 August, 2020 the market has cumulatively traded over 549 MU volume.
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VOLUME 1 MU = 1 Million kWh = 1 GWh

Unconstrained 
Volume

5,606

181

Cleared 
Volume

5,606

181

Purchase
Bids

6,573

212

Sell 
Bids

10,814

349

Volume

Average
Daily (MU)

Total Volume
(MU)

PARTICIPATION

Total Registered 
Participants

6,800+

Open Access 
Consumers

4,300+

Private 
Generators

550+

TRADE INSIGHTS

Total Volume
(MU)

Max. Price
(`/kWh)

Min. Price
(`/kWh)

Contracts

14.47 5.45 1.83Day-ahead Contingency

Total TAM Volume 435.72

- - -Weekly

6.50 2.35Intra-day 5.04

416.21 3.50 2.54Daily

TERM-AHEAD MARKET

AREA PRICES 

AverageArea Minimum Maximum

6.051.572.83All India

Price (`/kWh)

DAY-AHEAD MARKET
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Daily Trade Details

Average Hourly Market Clearing Volume and Price 

DAY-AHEAD MARKET: ANALYTICS

Buy Sell CV Avg Price
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Daily Trade Details

Area MinimumAverage Maximum

All India 0.902.94 15.00

VOLUME 1 MU = 1 Million kWh = 1 GWh

Volume Sell 
Bids

Purchase
Bids

Cleared 
Volume

Total Volume
(MU) 2,711 1,359 1,129

REAL-TIME MARKET: ANALYTICS

AREA PRICES Price (`/kWh)
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CONNECT
WITH US 

Indian Energy Exchange Limited
Plot No. C-001/A/1, 9th Floor, Max Towers, Sec - 16B, Noida, 

Gautam Buddha Nagar, Uttar Pradesh- 201301  | CIN: L74999DL2007PLC277039

Phone: +91-11-43004000 | Fax: +91-11-43004015

Email: contact@iexindia.com | www.iexindia.com

Indian Energy Exchange

buysmart@iexindia.com

Mobile App (IEXApp)
available on Android and iOS

Daily SMS

https://www.facebook.com/IndianEnergyExchangeLtdIEX
https://twitter.com/IEX_India_
https://www.linkedin.com/company/indian-energy-exchange-limited/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdhNsKZc8xlljISQDH0DFLA?view_as=subscriber



